
Adjectival ambiguity and the Semantics of Adjectival Modification:
The interpretation of French adjectives depending on their position within the DP.

This talk investigates the semantics of adjectives, combined with a noun phrase, considering several theories
exposed in the literature and looking at data from French.
We will accept the well-known classification of adjectives into three categorie adopted by [Partee, 2010], with

intersective modifiers (e.g. red as in “red table”), subsective modifiers (e.g. skillful as in “skillful surgeon”) and
non-subsective modifiers (alleged as in “alleged murderer”).

It has been observed that some adjectives are ambiguous between an intersective and a subsective reading. For
example, the sentence in (1) is ambiguous between a reading where Olga is a beautiful person and a dancer (but
may dance in an ugly way), and a reading where Olga dances beautifully (but may be an ugly person).
(1) Olga is a beautiful dancer.
At least two semantic analyses have been proposed to account for this ambiguity: 1. [Siegel, 1976] believes that

the noun is a simple predicate, and that there are actually two lexical entries for beautiful; one being intersective
and the other one subsective. This theory has been named the A-analysis. 2. [Larson, 1998] has proposed an
alternative theory, in which it is the adjective that has a “simple” semantic value, but the noun is a more complex
word containing an event structure (the N-analysis).

What is striking in French is that, in the case of some adjectives, the interpretation of the adjective depends
on whether it is placed before or after the noun. As the examples in (2) show, there is a strong preference for the
subsective interpretation when the adjective appears before the noun ((2a)), and only an intersective meaning when
it is after ((2b)). The same pattern arises with other deverbal nouns like buveur (“drinker”) or marcheur (“walker”).
(2) a. Un

A
gros
fat

fumeur.
smoker

“A fat smoker” / (“A heavy smoker”)

b. Un
A

fumeur
smoker

gros.
fat

“A fat smoker”
Following [Larson, 1998], we won’t consider that there are two lexical items for these ambiguous adjectives,

each one bearing different semantic properties (A-analysis), but rather consider an N-analysis.
The analysis proposed by [Larson, 1998] for the sentence (1) states that the deverbal noun dancer is actually

a predicate of events, and that there is a generic quantifier (from [Chierchia, 1995]) which combines with the
noun and yields a property true of an individual if he is the agent of a generic event (relevant in the context)
of dancing. The intersectivity or subsectivity of the whole DP depends on whether the adjective combines with
the noun before or after the covert operator. We will explore the extent to which a Larsonian analysis of adjectives
can account successfully for the French data.
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